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The Myth of Male Power documents how virtually every society that survived did so by
persuading its sons to be disposable--disposable in war, disposable at work--and therefore,
indirectly, disposable as dads.Universities teach our children that we live in a patriarchal world
controlled by men to benefit men at the expense of women. Dr. Warren Farrell’s The Myth of
Male Power says “false”: the world has not been controlled by men, but by the need to
survive.By redefining power as “control over one’s life” and examining the sacrifices both moms
and dads made so their children's lives would be better than theirs, The Myth of Male Power
paves the way to love and appreciation between the sexes.Dr. Farrell says failure to understand
men hurts everyone. It makes women feel oppressed and angry; it makes men feel unloved and
unappreciated. It fuels hate between the sexes at a point in history that would otherwise possess
great potential for love between the sexes. It does this by keeping us ignorant of male pain and
powerlessness.The Myth of Male Power is a captivating journey around the world, throughout
history, biology, the Bible, the law, and everyday life, challenging every currently-held
assumption about men, women and the family. It empowers both sexes to ask the questions we
need to began a genuine dialogue, such as:If men are the powerful sex…- Why are they the
suicide sex? (Why are we unaware that our grandfathers are 1350 percent more likely to commit
suicide than our grandmothers?)- Why did men live one year less than women in 1920 but five
years less than women in 2013?- Why are our dads more likely to die earlier of the leading
causes of death even as we have seven federal offices of women’s health, and none of men’s
health?- Why are our sons still sex expected to pay more for the 5 D’s: drinks; dinners; dates;
driving expenses; and diamonds (as in “every kiss begins with Kay”)?- Why do myths such as
“men earn more money for the same work” persist even though they’ve been disproven?- Why
do men receive longer prison sentences for identical crimes?Dr. Warren Farrell is the only man
ever elected three times to the Board of the National Organization for Women (NOW) in New
York City. He started more than 300 men and some 200 women’s groups. He is the developer of
a new method of highly-effective couples’ communication, Cinematic Immersion. Dr Farrell has
listened to both sexes for about a half century.Unique in his ability to write in a way that
articulates men’s feelings, he helps women feel more love for the men in their lives. He helps us
understand:- Why feminism freed women to discover alternative senses of purpose to raising
children, but nothing has freed men to find an alternative purpose to raising money;- How this
void of purpose contributes to a boy crisis;- Why the very process required for men to succeed
at work often leads them to fail at love;- Why no one benefits when we feel that God could be a
she but not that the devil could also be a she;- What both sexes can do to minimize date rape
and domestic violence.Dr. Farrell contends that the historic “battle of the sexes” has become a
war in which men put their heads in the sand and hope the bullets will miss.He proposes neither
a women's movement blaming men nor a men's movement blaming women, but a gender
liberation movement that fosters a transition from rigid roles of our past to more flexible roles for



our future.The potential? A transition in our love from that of role mates to soul mates. The Myth
of Male Power focuses on men’s perspective to facilitate men’s voice, so there can be deeper
dialogue, so there will be deeper love…

The most important book ever written about love, sex, and intimacy. --New York PostThis is one
terrific book. --OprahBy far the most brilliant and original book ever written about men. --Albert
Ellis, Ph.D. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.ReviewThe most
important book ever written about love, sex, and intimacy. --New York PostThis is one terrific
book. --OprahBy far the most brilliant and original book ever written about men. --Albert Ellis,
Ph.D. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From The Washington PostA
bombshell...Forces us to see our everyday world from a fresh perspective. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorWarren Farrell taught at the School of Medicine
at the University of California at San Diego, and also taught psychology, sociology, and political
science at Georgetown, Rutgers, and Brooklyn College. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From Kirkus ReviewsThe War Between the Sexes escalates
considerably with this broadside attack in which men's-movement leader Farrell (Why Men Are
the Way They Are, 1986, etc.) contends that the more subjugated sex is...the male. Farrell was
on the board of directors of NOW in N.Y.C. until he realized that he'd ``been listening to women
but not...to men.'' What he finally heard from men--and from his research into socioeconomic
issues--is explosive. Through numerous short-take paragraphs, Farrell--armed with hundreds of
thoroughly documented statistics and legal citings--argues that men are oppressed by several
``glass cellars,'' among them war (in which it's mainly men who die); suicide (``A husband whose
wife dies is about ten times more likely to commit suicide than a wife whose husband dies''); and
``the death professions'' (``The Jobs Related Almanac...found that twenty-four of the twenty-five
worst jobs were almost-all-male jobs''). He emphasizes that women live, on average, seven
years longer than men, and that men's health issues, unlike women's, are basically ignored. He
contends that women's net worth exceeds men's, and that economic power, if measured by
spending rather than by earning, belongs primarily to women (``Both sexes buy more for
women''). Farrell accuses government of becoming a ``substitute husband'' through welfare and
through discriminating in favor of women in cases of murder, sexual harassment, and rape;
castigates current laws regarding date rape and spousal rape; and claims that many accusations
of rape are false. Finally, he predicts that the ``mythopoetic'' men's movement will become
``political and activist''--a prediction he seems to be trying to fulfill through this book. Farrell's
claimed aim is to heal through rebalancing, not to wound. But as a veteran of confrontational TV
(Oprah, Donahue, etc.) and other media, he must know that this work will cause far more
dissension than dialogue--and that its very provocativeness may well make it the hottest men's
book since Iron John. (Illustrations) -- Copyright ©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights



reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Publishers
WeeklyMen who make their way through the interminable subtitle and embark on this orignal
and significant study will find that they haven't lost the ability to cry after all. While some feminists
may assert that it is an attack on women, the book attempts to show areas in which males
operate at a disadvantage without claiming that women are responsible for their plight.
Psychologist Farrell stresses economics, pointing out that the 25 worst types of jobs, involving
the highest physical risk, are almost all filled by men. He also considers warfare, in which
virtually all of the military casualties are men; the justice system, where sentences for males are
customarily heavier; and sexual harassment, which has become a one-way street. He concludes
with helpful advice on "resocializing" the male child, adolescent and adult. Clever cartoons
enliven the text.Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.From Library JournalThis seminal work challenges,
debunks, and redirects many of the paradigms held about men and their relationships with
women. Farrell ( The Liberated Man , LJ 2/1/75; Why Men Are The Way They Are , LJ 9/1/86)
calls for a gender transition movement not specifically limited to men or feminists. He shows how
men's workshops and feminist organizations promulgate sexism and support limited goals while
not fully addressing the issues and responsibilities involved in fully empowering both sexes.
Farrell's endnotes are more diversified and complete than many dissertations. This title is more
important to the male/female relationship discussion than Robert Bly's Iron John ( LJ 11/15/90),
Michael Gurian's The Prince and the King ( LJ 7/92), Sam Keen's Fire in the Belly ( LJ 2/15/91),
or any of Betty Friedan's works (e.g., The Feminine Mystique , LJ 1/1/63). Recommended for all
public and academic libraries.- Scott Johnson, Meridian Community Coll. Lib., Miss.Copyright
1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.Read more
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Advance praise for The Myth of Male PowerAdvance praise for The Myth of Male Power“A
BOMBSHELL…Forces us to see our everyday world from a fresh perspective.”—CAMILLE
PAGLIA, The Washington Post“Beg, borrow, or steal to get The Myth of Male Power. This book is
vital for every woman and man—but especially for every man. I was amazed at how many myths
about women and men I bought into until I read The Myth of Male Power.”—DAVID HOROWITZ,
National Public Radio“Intellectual dynamite! By asking new questions, proposing new
paradigms, and giving us a deeper insight into the forces that have shaped us, Dr. Farrell
continues to open genuine communications between the sexes.—ANTHONY ROBBINS, author
of Unlimited Power and Awaken the Giant Within“If you can imagine Sherlock Holmes
investigating men and women and presenting his arguments with the clarity of a Perry Mason,
the political irreverence of a Camille Paglia, and the compassion of a therapist, you have an
image of The Myth of Male Power. There is no more brilliant and original book ever written on
men, or on how we can move from gender war to gender love.”—BOB BERKOWITZ, former
Men’s reporter, the Today show.“I have never read a manuscript more likely to be a bestseller. It
will change forever the way men view their position in society. I wish I were its publisher.”—
JEREMY P. TARCHER, Publisher“Read The Myth of Male Power if you truly want to understand
the man you hold dear. It is a rock solid and authentic decimation of the myth of male advantage
that sweeps aside stereotyped assumptions to uncover a deeper and truer truth.”—SUSAN
DEITZ, Los Angeles Times Syndicate“I cannot think of another book I have read in the past
decade that has stimulated a comparable amount of new thinking in me…It is one of the most
challenging, stimulating, and mind-blowing books I have ever read.”—NATHANIEL BRANDEN,
Ph.D., author, The Psychology of Self-Esteem“The single most important book I’ve ever read on



male-female relationships. It is compelling, powerful, and seminal.”—WARREN BENNIS, Ph.D.,
Distinguished Professor of Business Administration at the University of Southern California;
author of On Becoming a Leader“More riveting than most novels, The Myth of Male Power is
brilliant, insightful, and devastating. If you thought Robert Bly and Camille Paglia shook up
gender discourse . . . prepare for a major earthquake! Farrell’s truths explode like bombshells. No
one who reads this book with an open mind will ever look at men—or women—in the same way.
It is a quantum leap into a more humane future.”—EUGENE R. AUGUST, Ph.D., Professor of
Literature, University of Dayton; author of Men’s Studies: A Bibliography“Explosive…”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review)“The gravity and significance of Farrell’s fierce challenge to
conventional wisdom about gender is matched by his compassion, passion, courage, careful
research, and absence of acrimony. This book is irreplaceable.”—LIONEL TIGER, Ph.D., author
of The Decline of Males“This is one terrific book. Highly original, compelling and compassionate.
As ground breaking and provocative as The Feminine Mystique was decades ago.”—CAROL
CASSELL, Ph.D., Past president, American Association of Sex Educators, Counselors, and
Therapists“Extraordinary power and eloquence, which derive from the author’s ability to retain
his compassion for women while identifying with male suffering…”—The Vancouver Sun“Every
few decades, a book comes along that so shatters and rearranges our way of seeing the world
that it gives us a kind of ideational vertigo. Such a book is Warren Farrell’s The Myth of Male
Power. There are little bombshells on every page. Our view of men and women throughout
history and in our current society will never be the same..”—HOWARD M. HALPERN, Ph.D.,
past president, American Academy of Psychotherapists

The Myth of Male PowerTHEMYTHOF MALEPOWERWHY MEN ARETHE DISPOSABLE
SEXWarren Farrell, Ph.D.

CopyrightCopyright © 1993 by Warren Farrell, Ph.D.All rights reserved including the right of
reproduction in whole or in part in any form.Manufactured in the United States of
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Stein (New York: Crown, 1964); music by Jerry Bock, lyrics by Sheldon Harnick.Illustration “The
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Reprinted by permission: Tribune Media Services.“OSHA Safety Inspector.” By permission of
Mike Luckovich and Creators Syndicate.Photographs “Girl playing with doll; Boy holding rifle” AP/
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DedicationTo Dad, Mom, Lee,Gail, and Wayne

AcknowledgmentsAcknowledgmentsMy father (Tom), “new” mother (of twenty-four years, Lee),
and sister, Gail, offer a base of love and stability from which all my writing flows. Watching my



father traverse his eighties with skis and tennis racquets offers me hope; seeing him support my
mother through bouts of cancer teaches me love; feeling us grow closer as we grow older brings
me peace. Watching my mother go from a hospital bed to a church organ strengthens my own
faith and courage; experiencing the way she listens has modeled for me the glue that unites a
family while allowing each member to feel heard. Knowing that my sister has patience and
compassion for the children whose lives she touches through teaching lightens my worry for our
future.Joyce McHugh has managed my in-home offices, computers, and speaking
engagements, and served as a closet editor—weaving precision, clarity, and flow through every
page of this book during its dozen or so drafts over the past four years. Marilyn Abraham, my
editor, has the soul of an earth mother and the editorial axe of a warrior, and seems to know
exactly when to use each. Her faith in this book remained steadfast even as it became its own
child.Every chapter of this book has haunted me as I saw how my observations conflicted with
what is considered politically correct (PC). The support of three people—Nathaniel Branden,
Jeremy Tarcher, and Elizabeth Brookins—helped me past the political cowardice that is PC.
Nathaniel’s intellectual strength, Jeremy’s creative social consciousness, and the balanced
insight and love of Liz combined to remind me that although I beat a different drum, it brings
balance to the orchestra.The letters from hundreds of men who wrote that Why Men Are the
Way They Are put their feelings into words assured me that the direction I was taking was
helping men open up; and letters from hundreds of women who wrote that Why Men Are . . .
allowed them to feel closer to men reassured me that I was deepening love rather than dividing
families.Lisa Broidy and Dayna Miller searched thousands of publications and double-checked
the accuracy of the more than 1,000 sources in this book. When in the future I read their writings,
I will trust what I read. Thanks also go to Marla Robb and Mary Colette Plum for their research
assistance, as well as to Julianna Badagliacca, Monika Chandler, Melissa Rosenstock, Karen
Wilson, and to Richard Doyle for his careful legal research in his publication The
Liberator.Special thanks are due Steve (Goss) Asher for his daily supply of clippings; to Steve
Collins for thoughtful commentary and tireless double-checking of data; to Eugene August for
his balanced commentary to most every chapter; to Donna Morgan and Spring Whit-beck for
bringing their gifts of gentle peace to office management; and to Keith Polan for introducing me
to the computer.This book was greatly enhanced by the insights of thirty additional readers,
including the in-depth commentary of Suzanne Frayser, Ron Henry, Natasha Josefowitz, Aaron
Kipnis, Judy Kuriansky, and Sari Locker, as well as to the chapter reviews of Rob Becker, Randy
Burns, Tom Chadbourne, Ferrel Christensen, Deborah Corley, Greg Dennis, Sam Downing,
David Gilmore, Herb Goldberg, Bruce Hubbard, Rikki Klieman, Ziva Kwitney, Alex Landon, John
Macchietto, Roman Mathiowetz, R. L. Mc-Neely, Becky and Tony Robbins, Chris Ruff, Jim
Sniechowski, and Bill Stephens.Consultants such as Devors Branden, Helen Fisher, Maurice
Friedman, Fred Hayward, John Hoover, Joseph Kinney, Michael Mills, Marilyn Milos, Jim Novak,
Joe Pleck, Jon Ryan, Murray Straus, Ivan Strauss, Robert Wade, and Richard Woods have all
added to both my knowledge and the book.Finally, in addition to Marilyn Abraham, I wish to



acknowledge the dedicated efforts of these other “Simon & Schuster Women”: Dawn Marie
Daniels, Joann DiGennaro, Marie Florio, Eve Metz, Victoria Meyer, Carolyn Reidy, Isolde C.
Sauer, and Jennifer Weidman.

2014 Personal Introduction2014 Personal IntroductionThe year 2014 marks the 21st
Anniversary of Simon and Schuster’s publication of The Myth of Male Power in 1993. In 1994 it
reached international best-seller status.I am delighted that The Myth of Male Power is suddenly
being “rediscovered.”What’s motivating this rediscovery?More than in 1993, we are sensing the
destructiveness of fatherlessness, and witnessing boys all around us who are experiencing a
“failure to launch.” As we experience one more young man perpetrating a Sandy Hook-type
massacre, we are sensing that while male energy channeled well is our most constructive
energy (inventors, CEOs, firefighters), male energy channeled poorly is our most destructive
(mass murderers, rapists, serial killers).Our compassion for the struggles of our sons, or for the
men who are homeless and unemployed is limited by the belief that “men have the power…if
they can’t make it in a system designed by men to benefit men, then that’s their problem.” The
Myth of Male Power shifts that paradigm.We are also distracted from boys’ and men’s struggles
by the rise of paradoxes. For example, as we observe the increase of father involvement (e.g.,
dads playing with their children in parks), it distracts us from the increase in fatherlessness; we
are similarly distracted from the increase in twenty-somethings who are “failures to launch” (e.g.,
living off their parents) by twenty-somethings who are successfully launching multimillion dollar
change-the-world start-ups who dominate the headlines.For the last half-century the
industrialized world’s binoculars were focused on maximizing female empowerment. In the
process, a boy crisis emerged that, although it has been around us and growing for decades, is
just now beginning to be acknowledged. Like the financial crisis, ignoring it predicts disaster.
Attending to it can create the first opportunity in human history for our sons to have real power—
control-over- their-life power; and pursuit-of-happiness power. Neither sex had control-over-their-
life power until millions of women in industrialized nations attained it in the past few decades.To
this day, we still don’t associate men and powerlessness. So with the increased freedom of an e-
book, I experimented with covers that might offer at least a second’s glimpse of male
powerlessness. I began with an image of men making sacrifices for their families as coal miners;
or making sacrifices for their nation, whether at the former World Trade Center towers, or at
war.Each of those illustrates the experience of powerlessness that some men experience.
However, none is the men we generally consider powerful.The men we consider powerful
(although this book redefines power) tend to have in common one form of Kryptonite. Presidents
Obama and Sarkosy are within range of that form.Of course, President Clinton was immune!No
culture is better at poking fun at male vulnerability to a beautiful woman than the French. So let
me give you a chance to laugh thoroughly at these brief French vignettes before I spoil them with
my analyses.Now, for that analysis I warned you about…Of course each vignette is a laugh-out-
loud yet poignant look at the power of a beautiful woman over men. The beautiful woman is, in



essence, a “genetic celebrity.” That is, her beauty—largely genetic—gives her a type of celebrity
status.Since the only thing we know about the genetic celebrity is her good looks, an equal
playing field between the sexes would imply the good looking men in the vignettes would be her
equal. But even the two good looking men who have more than good looks to offer—they also
have success—are not her equal until they risk rejection by taking the sexual initiative. In the
process, they are either physically hurt, financially hurt, and/or emotionally humiliated because
their initiation was inadequate.Thus the cover of this e-book edition is designed to tastefully
recall heterosexual boys’ and men’s feelings of powerlessness when our eyes behold a genetic
celebrity.In contrast, the genetic celebrity does not have to initiate and therefore worry about
looking like a fool by doing it inadequately. She doesn’t have to worry about people feeling she
deserves to be physically hurt, financially hurt, and/or emotionally humiliated because her
initiation was awkward. Her genetic celebrity status gives her freedom from responsibility and
accountability—and financial, physical and emotional pain. True? Yes. But not the whole truth…
Women experience their own versions of powerlessness. To illustrate this, I considered another
cover—of Marilyn Monroe. Yes, Marilyn Monroe was certainly a genetic celebrity next to whom
grown men felt like groupies, but when millions of other women looked in their mirror, they felt
inadequate by comparison. And Marilyn committed suicide—the ultimate statement of
powerlessness. The point?Just because a man feels powerless does not mean a woman feels
powerful. And just because a woman—or man—is perceived by others to have power, does not
mean she or he feels powerful inside of themselves. This is a crucial message of this book
because a core flaw of feminism was the assumption that because a woman felt powerless that
the man must feel powerful.Back, though, to what seems to be catalyzing The Myth of Male
Power’s increased attention:New laws are being passed about sexual assault on college
campuses, but only with women’s experience in mind;New laws are being passed to punish
bullying rather than redirecting male energy more constructively;The damage to our sons’ brains
from concussions in football is making headlinesOn a deeper level, suspicion of the women
good/men bad dichotomy is allowing deeper questions to surface:Why, for millions of years, love
and marriage was dominated not by a patriarchy, but by the need to survive;Why, for the first
time in history—in the industrialized world, among the middle class—survival can be balanced
with fulfillment. Couples have the opportunity to be soul mates, not just role mates.Why the belief
that men made the rules to benefit men at the expense of women is not only inaccurate, but
distorts the essence of both masculinity and femininity;Why the historic “battle of the sexes” is
now a war in which only one side shows up—men put their heads in the sand and hope the
bullets will miss;Why boys and men today are more than a quarter century behind girls and
women;The way women can support men to preserve the best of traditional masculinity and
reweave a new masculinity that insures the transition from role mate to soul mate.The need for
answers to these questions is enduring. In this book, you’ll find many new concepts—from
“genetic celebrities” to “glass cellars.” Once you get the principle, you can update the 1993
examples. Examples of Marilyn Monroe as a genetic celebrity may become Scarlett Johansson.



That said, your personal updated examples from your world would be a great contribution to the
message board for The Myth of Male Power on .In a moment, I’ll look at some of what has
changed since 1993. But first, since every author’s lens is colored by his or her personal
experience, I’ll continue my commitment to always make part of my Introductions personal…
Shortly after The Myth of Male Power was published, I met Liz Dowling, who would become my
future wife. Her daughters, Erin and Alex, were six and seven, so I’ve had the good fortune to
both be in love and be what society inadequately calls a “step dad” for about twenty years.Living
in a “house of estrogen” obviously made female needs prominent on my radar in a way quite
different from when I was on the Board of the National Organization for Women in New York City.
For example, working through the complexities of step-parenting heightened my need for
communication skills. The more I loved Liz and the girls, the more vulnerable I felt, and the more
difficult it was to hear personal criticism without becoming defensive. So I worked on a way to
associate being criticized with an opportunity to be loved (as opposed to an opportunity to “kill
the criticizer”!) That personal growth became a part of —and evolved into what is now my most
gratifying workshop.Shortly after, I began research on what became Father and Child Reunion. I
was hoping that the research would show that, as a step-dad, I could be as valuable as a
biological dad. Perhaps. But unlikely. The research made it clear that my most valuable
contribution would be to get the biological dad more involved. Fortunately, he did become more
involved, to the benefit of Alex, the biological daughter.It was, though, more complex for Erin,
who had been adopted by Liz and her former husband. Perhaps the power of the biological dad
—and bio parents—is most poignantly explained by this experience one evening over dinner
with a rancher who was visiting us from New Zealand.The rancher told us about how his
newborn baby ducks had lost their parents, and how touched he was to see a chicken come to
the rescue to “mother” them. Then he smiled, “But one day, as the ducks grew, I saw the chicken
escort the ducks as they wobbled down a hill. Everything was looking fine until they got to our
lake. The ducks immediately jumped into the lake, swimming with delight. The “mom” chicken
went berserk—squawking, screeching, scolding, petrified they would drown.”Erin looked up from
dinner. “That’s my life. I feel like a duck, raised by a chicken.”So just below, as I share some of
the ways the challenges in The Myth of Male Power are being magnified by the surge in
fatherlessness and the boy crisis, you’ll have some sense of how the blend of my parenting
research and personal experience informed it.In the past two decades, technological
development and women’s progress has been miraculous. Yet even as women changed, our
understanding of men regressed. Before we see what is not understood about men, let me offer
my perspectives on four questions:What’s changed in two decades?What’s remained the same?
How are male-female relations likely to evolve if The Myth of Male Power readers do not become
effective leaders?What are the most potent strategies that readers who are leaders can affect in
the next decade?WHAT’S CHANGED IN TWO DECADES?Here’s a handful of starters…More
“dad-rich” children—a result of the increased involvement of dads, usually in married
families;More “dad-poor” children—a result of the decreased involvement of dads, usually in non-



intact families;The image of “deadbeat dad” decreasing; respect for dads who fight for shared
parenting increasing;The decline of boys, particularly in dad-poor families;Young boys today will
be the first in U.S. history who will have less education than their dads;The evolution of jobs from
muscle to mental—with the growth careers being in the mental—more likely to exclude boys
who are less academically oriented;The recognition of the vulnerability of the male-dominated
manufacturing and construction industries to recession, and the projected growth of the female-
dominated health and service industries;The decline of vocational training in high schools,
which used to give less academically-oriented boys a feeling of productivity and
competence;Recess, so crucial to boys, being cut back and feminized (no dodge ball, etc.);TV
series increasingly portraying overvalued men and undervalued women (e.g., Mad Men) or men
as serial killers and traitors (e.g., Breaking Bad; Homeland; Dexter);School serial shootings by
white males on the increase, with no recognition of why our sons—and not our daughters—are
the killers;VGA—Video game addiction: Our sons are far more likely to be addicted to video
games, thus stimulating dopamine when they win in the virtual world and blocking motivation to
win in the real world;Gay rights have become the most successful current civil rights
movement;“Hooking up” and other social permissions for women to either be sexual without
commitment, or take the sexual initiative;Among couples with college educated women, more
than 90% of the divorces initiated by women;The on-line availability of millions of free video porn
options, decreasing boys’ willingness to risk sexual rejection with real women;There are new
government programs for women only, such as the White House Council on Women and Girls,
but no White House Council on Men and Boys.
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Brent, “Well-written, powerful, paradigm-shifting - would recommend for both men and women. I
am a male who works in the mental health field and so I consider myself very aware in the areas
of social justice, feminist theory, and how socialization affects genders, ethnic and other groups.
I was shocked at how many of my own blind spots were illuminated by reading the stats and
analyses in this book.What I appreciate most is that this book presents facts that are difficult to
argue with and speak for themselves. In fact, I think that if there was a "cliffs notes" version of
this book that included only the stats then it might be even more influential to some who have a
closed mind to the idea that men actually have it quite rough in our country.I found myself
thinking about how many times I have heard men be labeled as the "privileged" gender, as if it
were that black and white and always easier to be a man. Now I finally know why those
conversations always seemed severely oversimplified.One recent reviewer simply said "A
whiney book". I think this is a good example of Dr. Farrell's thesis. When a woman writes a book
about how women are treated unfairly, it is usually called feminist progress, strength, courage,
activism, advocacy, and a step towards equality. When a man writes a book about how men are
treated unfairly, someone calls it "whining" in an attempt to mock/shame men into silence and
not speaking up for change, by applying a label (whiner) that implies weakness for expressing
vulnerability.To any woman who feels confused about why men might be angrier than she would
like, I urge you to read this book. As comes up over and over again in this book, most men want
most of all to have female love, and we base our lives on how to obtain it and prevent losing it.
As Dr. Farrell points out, teenage boys suffer more emotionally than girls when a breakup of a
love relationship occurs, and men are far more likely to commit suicide when left by a woman
than the other way around. I think most of us men don't even realize how powerless we feel to
get women to appreciate us, especially since society is constantly telling us how powerful we
are. If you want a loving connection with a man, this book might help you build empathy and
appreciation for them, which could be a good step.”

DMan, “Highly recommend, and one of my top 10 books.. I think it is fair to write that this book is
one of the most socially significant books ever written. The author took a tremendous personal
risk writing this, and no doubt has suffered from some personal backlash as a result. He has put
into words a topic that many males are speaking about in private, but rarely convey their feelings
publicly. Ironic, because that is exactly what this book is about.The author has pulled together
chapter after chapter of examples of male expendability. Everything from high risk jobs
gathering resources for others, high risk jobs protecting others including military service, the
amount of money spent on health issues that are unique to males, suicide statistics across
cultures, homelessness statistics, reproductive rights, child custody rights, etc. Issues that
affect males, but are rarely spoken of, in great part because we have learned not to speak of
them.This book is one of those rare gems that will leave the reader angered, or feeling like



they've woken up from a life time of slumber. An affirmation for those who have already started
the process of pondering their place in the world as a male.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The original source on the male predicament. The author began his
intellectual life as an advocate for rights and liberation for women, but slowly came to realize that
men were equally trapped in their roles and had no advocate. As he began to explore men's
predicament, he was shunned by the women's movement. This book is the result of his
exploration. It is the most complete discussion of why men are forced to be the way they are and
why our society will not allow them to change.This book is not a quick, light read. However, it is
thought-provoking and worth the time.”

P. Calhoun, “Five Stars. Must read for your sons. Men are not the enemy...”

X-man, “Very Iconic. This book is one of the most well known books about men's issues in
history. It's easy to see why. Warren Farrell goes into complete detail about men's issues and
shows people about the other side of the equation that we usually ignore. It manages to get
people to understand that men have issues to and society should be attempting to help them.”

Blue, “Helps you to see. Thia book really got me to thinking of how I lool at the opposite sex. It
also enables me to have more empathy and compassion towards struggles that are typically
geared toward races.it really helps emphasize how we are all fighting a similar fight and can help
one another along the way.”

SPV, “A well hidden secret. Obligatory reading for all male feminists out there. But beware, you
may get redpilled.”

Diablito, “Eye opener. One of the best books I have read. Eye opener, highly recommend this to
anyone, especially men.”

Alex, “Landmark Study, Written in the 90's but even more relevant today.. Probably the most
rational book on the topic of gender relations, similarities and differences ever written. Farrell
goes to great length disarming irrational feminists and gives an honest, unbiased account of
'How men freed women but forgot to free themselves'. Farrell is a gentleman and a scholar
10/10”

Mr. S. Lau, “A brilliant and worthy read: How Men are still oppressed whilst women have both
benefits of Equality & traditionalism.. A masterpiece of the 90s updated in part for 2015. xVery
detailed and brilliant citations, focusing on themes of how Western (and in fact almost all
civilizations today) focus societies laws and welfare systems with a heavy dose of Gynocentrism
(favouring women and girls at all costs, beyond fairness) and the blight of Feminism on Western



civilization.Useful for Moms and Dads of Sons who will grow up to face a dark and uncertain
future if they are not from a very highly priveliged and well connected background (financial &
political power).”

M.Broom, “An important text for every MGTOW or MRA.. Farrel's classic text is more readable
than many of the tomes that discuss gender politics. It is also the, perhaps unacknowledged,
forefather of the latest wave in Men's Rights. The themes of The Disposable Male and of
Hypergamy had their original theorisation here. An important text for every MGTOW or MRA or
for that matter any woman who wants to understand the blind spots within the feminist project,
and the growing separation between the sexes.”

ANNA POLNA, “a must read for everyone who claims men have it better.. Bought this as a gift
for my partner and had a read myself. This is a very well informed book, a must read for
everyone who claims men have it better.”

The book by Warren Farrell has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 340 people have provided feedback.
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